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Abstract—Open Multiagent Systems (MASs) are societies in which heterogeneous and independently designed entities (agents) work towards similar, or different ends. Software agents are autonomous and the diversity of interests among different members living in the same society is a fact. In order to deal with this autonomy, these open systems use mechanisms of social control (norms) to ensure a desirable social order. This paper considers the following types of norms: (i) obligation — agents must accomplish a specific outcome; (ii) permission — agents may act in a particular way, and (iii) prohibition — agents must not act in a specific way. All of these characteristics mean to encourage the fulfillment of norms through rewards and to discourage norm violation by pointing out the punishments. Once the software agent decides that its priority is the satisfaction of its own desires and goals, each agent must evaluate the effects associated to the fulfillment of one or more norms before choosing which one should be fulfilled. The same applies when agents decide to violate a norm. This paper also introduces a framework for the development of MASs that provide support mechanisms to the agent’s decision-making, using norm-based reasoning. The applicability and validation of this approach is demonstrated applying a traffic intersection scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIAGENT systems are societies in which autonomous, heterogeneous and independently designed entities can work toward similar or different goals [1]. In order to deal with this autonomy and the diversity of interests among the different members, those open systems provide norms, which are mechanisms of social control to ensure a desirable social order [1]. Such mechanisms regulate the behavior of the agents by defining permission, obligation and prohibition [2]. Moreover, agents may be encouraged to fulfill a norm by obtaining rewards while being discouraged to violate it by receiving punishments [3]. Although norms are promising mechanisms to regulate an agent’s behavior, the agent’s autonomy might generate circumstances in which rather than fulfill the norm, the agent would prefer to violate it in order to reach a private goal that it considers to be more important. Within this context, new features were added to the BDI4JADE Framework [4] aiming to support normative reasoning, i.e., to build agents that are able to deal with desires and norms.

The original BDI4JADE Framework provides support only to the implementation of BDI agents and not the implementation of mechanisms that support normative functions. By using the proposed new features, it is possible to build BDI agents that are able to check if a norm should be adopted, or not. In addition, these new features evaluate the agent’s desires and the effects of the fulfillment, or violation, of the norm. Lastly, it is possible to detect and solve conflicts among norms, and select desires and plans according to the agent’s choice, i.e., whether the agent decides to fulfill a norm or not. The architectural support of this approach is provided by the NBDI (norm-belief-desire-intention) architecture [5], which extends the BDI (belief-desire-intention) architecture [6] by including norms-related functions to support normative reasoning. A traffic intersection scenario as well as the issues related to norms adoption, evaluation, and compliance are used to show the applicability of the new features.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II focuses on the norms’ background; presents the BDI4JADE framework, and offers an overview of the NBDI architecture. Section III presents related work. Section IV presents the NBDI4JADE architecture and details its implementation. Section V presents a usage scenario about traffic intersection norms in Brazil. Finally, Section VI shows the paper’s conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section summarizes the basic notions that will be used throughout this document, which aims to present the basic concepts about norms and their use in multiagent systems. The BDI4JADE framework and the NBDI architecture, which contribute to this work, are also presented.

A. Norms and Normative Multiagent Systems

Norms are informal rules that are socially enforced and represent an expected behavior towards a specific situation [7]. In the context of multiagent systems, norms are mechanisms commonly accepted as efficient means capable of regulating agent behavior and represent the way in which agents understand the responsibilities of other agents [8], [1]. Thus, agents work believing that other agents will behave according to the settled norms. Norms, however, are mainly mechanisms that enable agents to demand that other agents behave in a certain way [9]. In addition, norms define permission,
obligation, or prohibition regarding the agents’ behavior. Norms may be kept in place for different periods of time, i.e., either while the agent remains in the society or only for a short period of time, until the social goal has been fulfilled [10].

According to Mahmoud et al. [11], the literature suggests three different kinds of norms for normative multiagent systems [12] such as: (i) regulative norms which specify the behavior of a system by using obligations, prohibitions, and permissions [12]; (ii) constitutive norms which, besides regulating their own behavior can also create new norms derived from other existing norms [13]-[15]; (iii) procedural norms which are addressed to the agents in the normative system in order to regulate the behavior [16].

The definition of the norms used in this work [3] is represented by the following properties: Addressee, Condition (for example, Activation, Expiration), Motivation (for example, Rewards, Punishments), Deontic Concept, and States. The description of each property is given below: (i) Addressee is used to specify the agents or roles responsible for norm compliance; (ii) Activation is the condition for the norm to become active; (iii) Expiration is the validity condition for the norm to become inactive; (iv) Rewards is used to represent the set of rewards to be given to the agent for norm compliance; (v) Punishments is the set of punishments to be given to the agent for violating a norm; (vi) Deontic Concept is used to indicate whether the norm establishes an obligation, a permission, or a prohibition, and (vii) State is used to describe the set of states or actions that are being regulated.

Normative systems are widely discussed as a mechanism to regulate software agents [17]. Such systems are a set of constraints on the agents’ behavior. By imposing these constraints, the intention is to enforce a social behavior. Normative systems are an important issue associated with software compliance. Norms are important whenever non-compliance is accidental (e.g., a message fails and some participants are not informed about the regulations). Alternatively, non-compliance may be deliberately rational (e.g., a participant chooses to ignore the norms because it does not see them as being in its own best interests), or deliberately irrational [18]. Furthermore, norms are important because they help shed light on the interaction of autonomous agents with one another and on how to control agent access to autonomous components [19].

B. The BDIJADE Framework

BDIJADE [4] is a framework based on the Java language that gives support to the development and implementation of Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI) agents — one of the widely known architectures for designing and implementing cognitive agents — and its implementation is a layer on top of the JADE platform [20], which provides a robust infrastructure to implement agents but does not support the BDI architecture.

Other BDI platforms based on the Java language, such as Jason [21], JACK [22], Jadex [23], and the 3APL Platform [24] have their agents implemented by using new programming languages – AgentSpeak(L) [25], JACK Agent Language [26], a Domain-specific Language (DSL) written in XML, and 3APL [27], respectively. This was the motivation behind the creation of the BDIJADE Framework.

C. The NBDI Architecture

The NBDI architecture [5] extends the BDI architecture [6] by including norms-related functions to support normative reasoning. Moreover, norms are considered a primary concept that influences the agent’s decision while reasoning about its beliefs, desires and intentions. The extension of the NBDI architecture added three new components: (i) Belief + Norm Review Function; (ii) Norm Selection Function, and (iii) Norm Filter (Fig. 1).

The Belief + Norm Review Function helps the agent to recognize its responsibilities towards other agents by adopting new norms that specify such responsibilities. In addition, it helps the agent to update the activated and adopted norms. This function consists of two tasks: (i) verifying the adopted norms and (ii) updating the norms. The first task checks if a new norm unifies with one of the norms already adopted, i.e., if the new norm already exists in the agent’s belief base. This task further verifies if the agent is the addressee of the norm. Lastly, the first task updates the set of adopted norms in the agent’s belief base if the new norm does not exist and the agent is the addressee of the norm. The second task updates the set of activated norms by evaluating the activation and expiration conditions and changing the status of the norm to “activated” or “deactivated”.

The Norm Selection Function aims at selecting the norms that the agent has the intention to fulfill. To this end, this function first evaluates the status of the norms, the rewards, punishments and consequences and then, it detects and solves possible conflicts among the different norms that can be adopted.

Finally, the Norm Filter is responsible for discarding any intention that does not bring benefits to the agent, retaining intentions that are still expected and adopting new intentions. This function modifies the original BDI Filter Function, adding two additional steps: (i) selecting desires – this task selects the desires that will become intentions, taking into account the norms the agent wants to fulfill, and (ii) selecting plans – this task selects plans that are also influenced by the norms and will make the agents achieve their intentions.

III. RELATED WORK

In the architecture of normative multiagent systems, the literature offers some research on normative systems. Following are some frameworks and their description.

BOID Normative Architecture: Broersen et al. proposed in this work, an architecture with an obligation component – the belief, obligation, intention, and desire (BOID) architecture. Such architecture adds an obligation component to the traditional BDI architecture and uses logical criteria to deal with the attitudes of the agent, with the changing environment and to resolve conflicts by according to the agent type. However, this approach does not address the danger of
mandatory norms that may interpose the agent’s autonomy [28].

**BIO Normative Architecture:** in this approach, Governatori and Rotolo proposed an architecture which considers the beliefs, intentions, and obligations as components. As well as the BOID architecture, BIO describes agents and their types in defeasible logic [29].

**The OP-RND Normative Framework:** this approach proposed a normative agent framework to regulate rules and norms effectively, the OP-RND framework. Their agents execute tasks based on pre-compiled tasks that considers their beliefs of the reward and penalty. Obligation and prohibition (OP) are rules imposed [30].

Boela et al. proposed an architecture of normative agents that uses deontic logic and is an extension of the work [31], specifying illegal behavior that an agent can carry out and its consequences [15].

### IV. NBDI4JADE - A FRAMEWORK TO BUILD NORMATIVE AGENT

This section describes the main concepts of the proposed NBDI4JADE framework, providing an overview and discussing the different components that were changed, or added to the BDI4JADE framework, in order to allow NBDI4JADE to handle normative agents and to follow the concepts of the NBDI architecture. Furthermore, this section presents the NBDI4JADE class diagram and highlights details about its kernel (frozen-spots) and flexible points (hot-spots) [32].

#### A. The NBDI4JADE Framework

The NBDI4JADE framework supports the creation of simulations that show the impact of norms in multiagent systems. As such, NBDI4JADE enables the implementation of normative agents, allowing it to build complex multiagent systems and high-level abstraction.

To ensure a high-level abstraction, the NBDI4JADE framework was designed as a layer on top of other existing technologies, as shown in Fig. 2. NBDI4JADE was built as an extension of the BDI4JADE framework, which is a BDI framework but does not support the norms concept. The design of NBDI4JADE considered the NBDI architecture, which presents, conceptually, the extension points and the changes needed in the BDI architecture in order to support normative reasoning agents. BDI4JADE, in turn, is a layer on top of the JADE framework, which provides a robust infrastructure to implement agents, but does not follow the BDI architecture.

#### B. Details of the NBDI4JADE Framework

The implementation of the NBDI4JADE framework aims at supporting the development of BDI agents capable of reasoning about their beliefs, desires and intentions, taking norms into consideration. As such, the original components used in the reasoning cycle of the BDI4JADE agent, which is based on the BDI-interpreter algorithm presented in [6] were modified. The reasoning cycle is implemented in six major steps and each step is considered a component.

1) **Revising beliefs:** the first step consists of revising the agent’s beliefs. This component was modified to enable agents to recognize their responsibilities towards other agents by adopting norms.

2) **Removing finished goals:** this step consists of removing goals that might have been “finished”, i.e. the goals (i) may have been achieved, (ii) are no longer desired, or (iii) are considered unachievable. (This component was not modified.)

3) **Generating options:** in this step, are determined the goals (desires) that are available to the agent. This step is responsible for generate new desired goals; establish
goals that are no longer desired, or preserve those goals that are still desired. This component was changed to generate options that take into account the norms of the environment.

4) **Removing dropped goals:** when a goal, or set of goals, is no longer considered desirable in the previous step, it is removed from the agent’s set of goals and the observers are notified about this occurrence. (This component was not modified.)

5) **Deliberating goals:** in this step, the current agent goals are partitioned into two subsets (i) goals to be achieved (intentions) and (ii) goals that are not achieved. The latter will remain an agent’s desire, but the agent is not committed to achieve it at the moment. (This component was changed to consider the norms in the agent’s belief base and to select plans that take the norms into account.)

6) **Updating goals status:** based on the partition performed in the previous step, the status of the goals is updated. Selected goals are updated to the “trying to achieve” status, and unselected goals are updated to the “waiting” status. When a goal has the “trying to achieve” status, the agent will select plans in order to achieve that goal. (This component was not modified.)

Figs. 3-5 were designed using UML to demonstrate the changes that have been made to extend the BDI4JADE framework to deal with the norms concept. The red color indicates classes that already existed in BDI4JADE and were modified. The blue color indicates the new classes that were added to represent the norms concept. The gray color is that of those classes that did not suffer any changes in the deliberative process.

Fig. 3 shows the new DefaultBeliefNormRevisionStrategy class that extends the DefaultBeliefRevisionStrategy class and adds the reviewNorms method. In addition, an interface to manage the DefaultBeliefNormRevisionStrategy class as well as two new classes to deal with the norms concept were added: (i) the Norm class, representing the structure of the basic concepts of a norm and (ii) the NormBase class, representing the set of norms of the system with their respective methods of manipulation.

Fig. 4 shows the changes in the deliberative goals function of the agent’s reasoning cycle. As such, the agent’s deliberative process considers the adoption of norms regarding its actions. The main changes occurred in the DefaultAgentDeliberationFunction class, which has received new methods to select goals, plans and filters that will consider the use of norms and their priorities.

Fig. 5 represents the intentional generation Function and the agent’s plan to achieve its goals. The change in the BeliefBase class propagates to the Capability class and to the options generation class and agent selection plans. This change was a reflex of the new classes – Norm and NormBase – and it adds norms into the agent’s reasoning cycle. As a result, the agent can decide whether to fulfill the norms or not by taking into account the norm’s punishments and rewards. The goals generation and the plans selection functions take into account the concept of norm, which does not restrict the agent’s autonomy. Therefore, the agent is now able to reason about the norms addressed to it. Such process is important when we consider normative conflicts.

C. Hot-Spots and Frozen-Spots

Frameworks are generators of applications that are directly related to a specific domain [33]. This work proposes a framework whose domain is the development of normative agents.

Since frameworks are designed to generate complete applications, there must be flexible points that are customized to solve a particular problem. The initial proposed flexible point is restricted to the strategy used to deal with norms. According to their goals, agents can adopt a 

\textit{pressured}, a 

\textit{rebellious} or a \textit{social} strategy in their decision-making process.

Some features of the framework are present in all applications in the domain. These immutable points constitute the core of a framework and are called fixed points (frozen-spots). The core is unchangeable and is also an ever-present part of every domain instance. However, there are also flexible parts in a framework providing extensible points (hot-spots) that are customized by developers. The hot-spots specifically defined by NBDI4JADE are:

1) DefaultBeliefNormRevisionStrategy: it invokes the NormRevisionStrategy.reviewNorms() method for the norms base of all agents;

2) DefaultAgentOptionGenerationFunction: it returns the current set of goals but takes into consideration the norms in place in the environment;

3) DefaultAgentDeliberationFunction: it returns the whole set of goal, i.e., all goals will go to a “trying to achieve” state without violating the norms;

4) DefaultAgentPlanSelectionStrategy: it returns null if the set of plans is empty, and the first plan retrieved from the set, otherwise, always respecting the norms imposed on the agent;

NBDI4JADE provides a default implementation for each one of these strategies and the hot-spots of BDI4JADE are maintained.

The frozen-spots of NBDI4JADE are:

1) NormBase: it is the class that carries the methods for norm manipulation, i.e., it manages the environment’s existing and active norms;

All fixed points (frozen-spots) of the BDI4JADE were maintained.

V. USAGE SCENARIO: TRAFFIC INTERSECTION NORMS IN BRAZIL

The number of cars is continuously growing in Brazil. The large increase in the Brazilian fleet brought the number of cars to one car for every 4.4 inhabitants, i.e., it is estimated that there are approximately 45.4 million private vehicles in Brazil. Ten years ago, the proportion was 7.4 inhabitants per vehicle [9]. With the increase in the number of vehicles on the streets and the arrival of autonomous cars, the need arose to create systems capable of assisting both traffic experts as well
as autonomous driver agents to better deal with unexpected situations in day-to-day traffic. The right of way rules at traffic intersections, for example, are difficult to follow at uncontrolled intersections, i.e., intersections without signs. Therefore, there are serious consequences when those rules are violated. An intersection is a junction where two or more roads meet, or cross.

According to data from the Brazilian Federal Highway Patrol [9], the main causes of fatal accidents in 2016 were, among others: lack of attention (30.8%); high speed (21.9%); alcohol consumption (15.6%); disregard for signs (10%); reckless overtaking (9.3%); and sleep (6.7%). In addition, 60% of these car accidents occurred at uncontrolled intersections. According to the Brazilian Transit Code (BTC), Article 29, the right of way rules for vehicles arriving at an uncontrolled intersection are: (i) Norm1: vehicles moving on main thoroughfares have the preference; (ii) Norm2: in the case of a traffic circle, the ones circulating around it have the preference, and (iii) Norm3: in all other cases, vehicles coming from the right have the preference. In addition, Article 38, states that before making a right or left turn, or merging into traffic, the driver must, as per its Sole paragraph, yield to oncoming pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, always respecting the norms of preference described in article 29.

The NBDHJADE framework can simulate and assist in the planning of risk situations at uncontrolled intersections. For example, in order to avoid accidents, a simulation can be used to study the different strategies that can be adopted by
normative autonomous car agents.

A. Overview

The simulation consists of autonomous cars, highways, traffic circles, and traffic intersections, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. The goal of the autonomous cars is to arrive at their destination without accidents. To achieve this goal, the autonomous car agent must be restricted by norms, but due to its autonomy, the agent may decide whether to fulfill these norms or not. Such simulations are, in fact, normative multiagent systems that receive data with the following information: (i) different types of traffic intersections, (ii) autonomous car agents, (iii) norms to be followed by the autonomous car agents, and (iv) different traffic scenarios. Simulations allow autonomous cars to find different solutions to prevent accidents at intersections.

To deal with these scenarios and understand the norms applied to each scenario, the autonomous car agents have: (i) a set of goals that is connected directly to their individual satisfaction; (ii) a knowledge base collected by the simulation environment to help characterize traffic risk; and (iii) a set of strategies used to deal with the norms.

Fig. 7 presents the following scenario: three cars arrive at an intersection at the same time. The agents’ goals are: (i) The PINK autonomous car wants to proceed on street 1 and will have to cross street 2 in order to do so; (ii) The YELLOW autonomous car wants to proceed on street 2 and will have to cross street 1, and (iii) The RED autonomous car is on street 1 and wants to turn left onto street 2. However, there are no traffic signs and the agents need to be able to make decisions to avoid collision among the cars, taking into account the Brazilian traffic rules.

As previously mentioned, articles 29 and 38 of the BTC deal with the right of way rules at intersections. However, neither Norm1 nor Norm2 of article 29 can be applied in this scenario. To solve this situation, the autonomous car agents need to decide whether they will fulfill or violate Norm3 of article 29. This scenario considers that all autonomous car
agents fulfilled all the norms. The agents’ internal reasoning was built by using the NBDI4JADE framework and it is described below as if the agents had fulfilled Norm3:

- The PINK autonomous car agent arrived at the intersection and stopped because the YELLOW car is on its right;
- The YELLOW autonomous car agent arrived at the intersection and stopped because the RED car is on its right;
- The RED autonomous car agent arrived at the intersection and there is no car on its right, therefore, the agent’s reasoning cannot use article 29. To decide what to do, the agent needs to use article 38.

However, the Brazilian Transit Code (BTC) does not cover this situation, which creates an impasse. As such, we need to improve the agent’s reasoning process in order to deal with this issue. Sometimes, the analysis of the BTC articles mentioned above will not be enough to allow the agent to make a decision. Consequently, it is necessary to consider different types of strategies that can be adopted by the agents to deal with the norms. For instance, in the scenario presented in Table I: (i) the PINK autonomous car agent adopts a pressured strategy, i.e., it fulfills the norms to achieve its individual goals, considering only the punishments that it will suffer;

(ii) the YELLOW autonomous car agent adopts a rebellious strategy, i.e., it considers only their individual goals and violates all of the environment’s norms, and (iii) the RED autonomous car agent adopts a social strategy, i.e., it complies with the norms and then verifies if it is possible to fulfill some of its individual goals. As a result, the PINK and RED autonomous car agents give the preference to the YELLOW autonomous car agent, which in turn accepts it because its rebellious strategy encourages this agent to go ahead.

### VI. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an initial architecture of an artificial agent that is able to make decisions by normative reasoning. The architecture is based on a NBDI architecture and BDI4JADE framework and was applied by modeling the traffic.
intersection rules in Brazil. The autonomous car agents make decisions about whether to continue or give the right of way by examining and reasoning about the norms of the environment and the presence, or absence, of any car near it.

As future work, this research aims to study how the concept of tests can be applied to verify normative systems. When agents start their decision making process, their decisions can lead to the violation of norms defined in the environment. An extension of the proposed architecture can be created to test normative MASs, allowing the extension to check potential occurrences of such violations. Can these violations modify the agent’s goals? Can we track and record the agent’s actions? Which types of tests should be developed to check the potential occurrences of violations? What happens to an environment when an agent violates a norm? This research intends to answer these questions in future work. Last but not least, these tests will be applied in different usage scenarios, in order to evaluate norms violation based on the analysis of agents’ behavior, thus understanding, to understand the fulfillment of the agent’s internal goals.
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